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With 18 fantastic animal sounds, including an amazing song, it's time to join in the fun with Farmer Sam and his friends. Press the sound buttons to hear Cow, Horse, Sheep, Pig, Donkey, and
lots of other farm animals. A rhyming story and adorable artwork make this the perfect book for noisy farm fun.
Five songs fill the pages of "Wiggly Songs," an eight by nine inch die-cut board book accompanied by a five-button music note module. Children can press the buttons on the music note to
play a tune and sing along with the song lyrics printed on each page. The songs reflect favorite Wiggles characters engaged in fun Wiggly activities. Songs include: In the Wiggles World;
We're Dancing With Wags the Dog; Move Your Arms Like Henry; Toot Toot, Chugga Chugga, Big Red Car; Dance theOoby Doo.
Rhyming verse describes the diversity of skin color, promotes self-esteem, and explores how children can be both unique and similar at the same time.
Read, sing, and play with your Disney Junior friends! Sing along with 50 fun, familiar songs using the music player and microphone. A delightful animation plays along with every song! 8
brightly illustrated books include sing-along lyrics and stories. Music and singing build literacy skills and inspire children to express themselves!
Toddlers and preschoolers can sing along with the fun melodies of 10 playtime songs in this songbook. Featuring a wooden inlay and sturdy construction, giving it a vintage feel, this book is
sure to delight while teaching an appreciation for both music and together time. Follow along through the book's lyrics for the melodies played by the buttons! An icon on each page
corresponds with the correct melody button, providing an opportunity to practice matching and fine motor skills.
Celebrate the magic of Christmas with a holly, jolly singalong! Kiddos will love exploring every lively, festive page singing along to five favorite Christmas classics selected by Santa himself
including We Wish you a Merry Christmas, Deck the Halls, Bells on the Sleigh, Up on the Housetop, and I'm a Little Christmas Tree. Just push a button and start singing to your favorite
Christmas song. A perfect family treat to kick off the holidays! Collect the entire Early Bird Sound Book series! Singing is learning! Singing develops listening and memory skills important to
early literacy Kiddos will enjoy pressing the buttons for an interactive experience Several icons on each page correspond with the buttons providing an opportunity to practice matching and fine
motor skills Inspires musical expression and encourages movement with rhythm The perfect addition to your littles Christmas library collection! Enjoy reading and singing together for hours of
fun!
Encourages musical expression Builds matching & fine motor skills Supports language & literacy skills Ten different learning songs teach counting, colors, letters, and more! The board pages
have the lyrics, and the buttons play the tunes. There's an icon on each page that corresponds to the correct audio button, so little ones can practice matching and fine motor skills. ISBN:
978-1-68052-147-4 11.0"w x 11.0"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
The Wiggles are getting ready for their next concert. They want all their friends to be in the final song but they can't find a dance they can all perform. Will Emma be able to solve the problem?
Supports matching & fine motor skills Encourages listening skills Reinforces language & literacy growth With the look and feel of a classic children's book, Busy Noisy Town is a first look--and
listen--around city streets. As you read the story, you will see picture icons that cue little ones to find the buttons and play the sound effects. Hear 10 different sounds as Puppy rides his bicycle
around town, looking for a big surprise. ISBN: 978-1-68052-033-0 11.0"w x 11.0"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
Story time is extra special when you share it with a cuddly plush friend! Based on the beloved Rudolph animated Christmas special, this special set includes a 3-button Play-a-Sound storybook
and huggable Rudolph plush. Cuddle up with your reading buddy Rudolph, sing along to "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer," and get in the Christmas spirit with Santa and his reindeer
friends!
Practical and easy to use, this resource is for practitioners working in early years settings to help children aged 0-2 to develop secure and positive attachments with their parent or carer.
Designed to be flexible for one-to-one or group work, the resource features fun and engaging activities involving singing, movement and sensory activities in a structured but playful
environment. It explains the significance of positive attachments in a child's early years, and equips practitioners with skills and techniques to help encourage bonding. It will be of particular
interest to those working with parents needing additional support such as vulnerable and adoptive or foster families. The resource is accompanied by online materials - songs to sing along
with, and film clips of signing to help parents and carers improve communication. This programme will help parents to become more attuned to the needs of their child, and aid the child's
emotional, social and cognitive development. With additional guidance on how to run the programme as a group, this resource will be easy to use for any health, education or childcare
practitioner in specialist and mainstream settings.
With this music player and storybook, you can read three fun stories about Peppa Pig while playing oinktastic tunes! The worldwide children’s sensation Peppa Pig stars in this full-color,
hardcover book that finds the curious pig looking for muddy puddles to jump in with her brother George, her parents, grandparents, and a menagerie of other pals. Best of all, kids can get
musical, because this book includes a player and three discs that each contain five tunes! Each disc corresponds with one of three different stories included in these pages, and each story has
prompts that let kids know when to play the appropriate accompanying tune. Tune titles include… “Peppa’s Theme” “Muddy Puddles Song” “Clickety Clack” “Bobbin’ Boat” “Sun, Sea and
Snow” Plus 10 more Peppa Pig sing-along classics! Perfect for children ages 3 to 5.
A puppy enjoys learning about everything in his new home. Sound panel attached to inside back cover has three sound buttons cued to illustrations in text.
One button attached to back cover plays various sounds cued to illustrations in text.
An interactive board book that lends a new twist to "Wheels on the Bus"! The feelings on the bus go 'round and 'round, All 'round the town. Take a turn on this busy city bus to discover what
everyone is feeling. Spin the wheel to match the feeling to the scene, then sing along with the familiar song in this creative introduction to emotions. A fun, updated take on the classic
children's song, this novelty board book shaped like a stylishly modern bus will have kids acting and singing along—and reflecting on their own varied emotions. • A cute and clever intro to
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emotions for babies and toddlers • Classic sing-a-long for parents and children • Unique shape and interactive features help engage young readers A classic read-aloud sing-along book for
young fans of such books as My Fun School Bus, Tonka: Fire Trucks!, and The Little School Bus. This charming sing-able, read-able board book helps children identify emotions, a key early
childhood developmental milestone. • Read-aloud books for ages 0–3 • School bus books • Bus shaped book
Sing along to 5 favorite playtime songs with a fun twist! The lyrics for each song are accompanied by wonderful illustrations, and the matching audio button plays the tune. Pushing the buttons
helps little ones develop fine motor skills, and singing builds early literacy skills. Perfect for any new little reader and singer to start wiggling and giggling for hours. Let's get started and jiggle
together! Singing is learning! Singing develops listening and memory skills, important to early literacy Kiddos will love pressing the buttons and singing and learning with this interactive book.
Enjoy reading and singing together for hours of fun with these engaging tunes Sturdy board pages for little exploring hands to read over and over again. Includes a handle to carry along at
home or on the go. Little toddlers will love carrying this around all over the place! Use it in your playroom or take it within the car or on a stroller ride Includes 5 Songs: The Itsy Bitsy Turtle,
Five Little Bunnies, I'm a Little Teapot, Wheels on the Bus and Hokey Pokey Makes a great gift for any occasion: birthdays, holidays, road trips and more Please note that audio buttons play
melodies only, without a singing voice
Inspires musical expression Encourages movement with rhythm Supports matching & fine motor skills Sing along to five favorite songs under the sea! The lyrics for each song are
accompanied by colorful illustrations, and the matching audio button plays the tune. Pushing the buttons helps little ones develop fine motor skills, and singing builds early literacy skills! ISBN:
978-1-68052-162-7 10.125"w x 9.0"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
Supports musical expression Encourages together-time Creates Christmas cheer! These classic Christmas carols and festive illustrations are sure to fill your home with holiday cheer! The
board pages have the lyrics, and the buttons play the tunes. There's an icon on each page that corresponds to the correct audio button, so little ones can practice matching and fine motor
skills. ISBN: 978-1-68052-122-1 11.0"w x 11.0"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
Where shall Little Elephant play today? As you read the story about the baby elephant, picture icons will prompt you to press the buttons and play the sound effects. The sturdy handle is just
right for little hands, at home or on the go.
Sing a nursery rhyme with a book that’s Indestructible! Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little ones into story time. Beloved by babies and their parents, Indestructibles are built for
the way babies “read” (i.e., with their hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on, and washed! Emergent
Literacy Tool—bright pictures and few or no words encourage dialogic reading Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets
ASTM safety standards In The Itsy Bitsy Spider, a small arachnid shows the power of perseverance—and baby is introduced to a favorite song and the concepts of rhythm and rhyme.
Sing along to five favorite playtime songs! The lyrics for each song are accompanied by colorful illustrations, and the matching audio button plays the tune. Pushing the buttons helps little ones
develop fine motor skills, and singing builds early literacy skills!
Supports musical expression Builds matching & fine motor skills Reinforces language & literacy growth The pages have the lyrics, and the buttons play the tunes! We've paired 10 soothing
lullabies with beautiful illustrations to ensure that bedtime is a special time. There's an icon on each page that corresponds to the correct audio button, so little ones can practice matching and
fine motor skills. ISBN: 978-1-68052-123-8 11.0"w x 11.0"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
When Farmer Brown goes on vacation, leaving his brother Bob in charge, Duck makes trouble by changing all his instructions to notes the animals like much better.
Sing and slide through story time with "The Wheels on the Bus"! Sing along with the catchy classic in this adorably illustrated, interactive board book with push-button sound. Little ones will
love sliding and pulling the tabs and spinning the wheel as they sing along and travel with the animals on the bus. With a sound chip and hands-on elements, this fun book is sure to be a story
time staple!
Fill your day with music! Buttons play classical tunes to take you from breakfast to bedtime with your Baby Einstein Friends. Features 6 melodies by Bach, Beethoven, Handel, Mozart, and
Puccini. Interactive text invites little ones to sing, clap, and play along with the music.
Flutter, wiggle, jiggle—it’s never too early to introduce children to the fun and healthy joys of yoga Flutter like a butterfly. Twist and turn like a grasshopper. Wiggle, jiggle, and giggle like a
beetle. Kids love bugs—and what better way to get them excited about yoga than with the help of our multi-legged friends? This delightfully illustrated board book brings the fun and benefits of
authentic yoga practice to infants and toddlers. Yoga Bug guides children through ten authentic yoga poses named after insects that unfold in an irresistibly whimsical flow of play, imagination,
and movement. Kids will want to return to them again and again. Learning to love and accept our bodies, building lifelong attention, and self-soothing when distressed—when it comes to the
benefits of yoga, you can’t get started too early. Now, with Yoga Bug, parents, teachers, and caregivers have a perfect way to help children do just that. Includes a parents’ guide to the
source yoga poses and helpful tips.
"Thousands of parents, from regular moms and dads to Hollywood superstars, have come to baby expert Dr. Harvey Karp to learn his remarkable techniques for soothing babies and
increasing sleep. Now his landmark book--fully revised and updated with the latest insights into infant sleep, bedsharing, breastfeeding, swaddling, and SIDS risk--can teach you too!"--Back
cover.
Presents a chronology of the life of author Flannery O'Conner, comments and letters by the author about the story, and a series of ten critical essays by noted authors about her work.
Strengthens listening skills Supports language & literacy Encourages social-emotional growth Join Sweet Little Monkey on an adventure with the look and feel of a classic children's book.
You'll hear a variety of monkey sounds as he searches for the perfect gift for his mommy. Picture icons cue little ones to press the button and play the sound effects. ISBN: 978-1-68052-034-7
7.0"w x 7.25"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
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Preschool teachers and early childhood professionals know that storybook reading is important, but they may not know how to maximize its benefits for later reading achievement. This
indispensable guide presents research-based techniques for using reading aloud to intentionally and systematically build children's knowledge of print. Simple yet powerful strategies are
provided for teaching preschoolers about book and print organization, print meaning, letters, and words, all while sharing engaging, commercially available books. Appendices include a
detailed book list and 60 reproducibles that feature activities and prompts keyed to each text.
Rookie Toddler books are perfect for beginning learners. All feature die-cut tabs to make it easy to hold and turn the pages as well as simple, engaging text and big photographs and
illustrations. In this title, readers can dance along with the funny animals doing The Animal Pokey. There is also a find it feature where kids can reread the text while they look for the hidden
objects. The back cover of each book features a Storytime tip where caregivers or educators can emphasize key learnings.
Sing along to six favorite playtime songs! Babies and toddlers will love boppin' to the beat of classic children's songs including The Wheels on the Bus, Row, Row, Row Your Boat, I'm a Little
Tea Pot, The Itsy Bitsy Spider, Pat-a-Cake, and Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes. Sing, dance, and meet adorable new animal friends on every page by pushing the button and following
along for a fun sensory experience designed to entertain, strengthen fine motor skills, and encourage musical expression. A perfect first sound book your little one will enjoy filled with playful
illustrations and upbeat melodies. Collect the entire Sound Book series! Singing is learning! Singing develops listening and memory skills important to early literacy Babies and toddlers will
enjoy pressing the buttons for an interactive experience Icon on each page correspond with the button providing an opportunity to practice matching and fine motor skills Inspires musical
expression and encourages movement with rhythm Makes a great gift for any occasion: birthdays, holidays, and more! Please note that audio buttons play melodies only without a singing
voice
The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Award-winning film—a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the ones we don’t—nominated as one
of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Aibileen is a black maid in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi, who’s always taken orders quietly, but lately she’s unable to hold
her bitterness back. Her friend Minny has never held her tongue but now must somehow keep secrets about her employer that leave her speechless. White socialite Skeeter just graduated
college. She’s full of ambition, but without a husband, she’s considered a failure. Together, these seemingly different women join together to write a tell-all book about work as a black maid in
the South, that could forever alter their destinies and the life of a small town...
Three children spend the day playing and singing the alphabet song.
Put your left foot in take your left foot out for bathtime fun kids will shout about!
Strengthens listening skills Supports language & literacy Reinforces problem-solving skills Follow Brave Little Camper as he heads out on the tracks for the first time! As you read the story,
you will see a picture icon that cues little ones to press the button and play the sound effects. A variety of train sounds add to the story-time fun as Brave Little Campter explores his world.
ISBN: 978-1-68052-035-4 7.0"w x 7.25"h 5 story spreads wood inlay on sound module foil on cover
Oh no! There is a monster at the end of this book! This treasured tale is brought to life by lovable, furry old Grover, who reads aloud every page--while begging you NOT to turn them! Press 10
buttons to play Grover's voice, music, and sounds while you DON'T DARE turn the page.
Sing, slide, and spin with Old MacDonald! Sing along with the barnyard classic in this adorably illustrated interactive board book with push-button sound. Little ones will love sliding and pulling
the tabs and spinning the wheels as they bounce along with Old MacDonald and his animal friends. The sound chip and interactive elements bring this classic kids' song to life!
Proven techniques for songwriting success This friendly, hands-on guide tackles the new face of the recording industry, guiding you through the shift from traditional sales to downloads and
mobile music, as well as how you can harness social media networks to get your music "out there." You get basic songwriting concepts, insider tips and advice, and inspiration for writing — and
selling — meaningful, timeless songs. Songwriting 101 — get a grip on everything you need to know to write a song, from learning to listen to your "inner voice" to creating a "mood" and
everything in between Jaunt around the genres — discover the variety of musical genres and find your fit, whether it's rock, pop, R&B, gospel, country, or more Let the lyrics out — master the art
of writing lyrics, from finding your own voice to penning the actual words to using hooks, verses, choruses, and bridges Make beautiful music — find your rhythm, make melodies, and use
chords to put the finishing touches on your song Work the Web — harness online marketing and social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and others to get your music heard by a whole new
audience Open the book and find: What you need to know before you write a single note Tips on finding inspiration Ways to use poetic devices in lyrics Computer and Web-based shortcuts
and technologies to streamline songwriting A look at famous songwriting collaborators Writing for stage, screen, and television How to make a demo to get your song heard Advice on how to
make money from your music Learn to: Develop your songwriting skills with tips and techniques from the pros Use social networking sites to get your music out to the public Break into the
industry with helpful, how-to instructions
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